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Touchless Fingerprint ID at HST’17
Rapid DNA identification needed in multi-model biometrics to more
accurately convict crime suspects and identify terrorist suspects
BOSTON (Feb. 13, 2017) – Dr. Samson Mil'shtein, professor of electrical and
computer engineering at University of Massachusetts at Lowell, will present
his findings on Investigating Merits and Demerits of Touchless Fingerprinting
Technologies at the IEEE Symposium on Technologies for Homeland Security
(HST ‘17) this year in April.
According to Dr. Mil'shtein, despite that fingerprinting can be rapid it is also
not reliable while DNA identification is most reliable but not rapid. Therefore
Mil'shtein is calling for multi-model biometrics IDs that also include blood
vessel mapping. “Terrorism as such is not waiting,” says Mil'shtein, “we are
obligated to devise something that is more secure.”
Mil'shtein made his comments today when he previewed his coming talk at
the symposium on the ScienceNews Radio Network program Promise of
Tomorrow with Colonel Mason, www.PromiseOfTomorrow.biz. The broadcast
originates in Dallas, Texas, and can now be heard archived and Webcast for
its world audience.
When Mason questioned Mil'shtein on how our society is losing valuable
privacy if we soon have to start surrendering DNA before boarding an
airplane and we all would be in some massive DNA databank, Mil'shtein
replied “you as a live member of society is better than a dead member of
society. If people will come to see each other not as enemies … it is at that
point (the need for) biometric would not be an issue at all, but that is not
even a dream, it is a fantasy.”
Mil’shtein was first educated in Ukraine, worked for semiconductor
companies in Russia and the USA, taught at Russian and Israeli Colleges and
served as research fellow in Russian Academy of Sciences and at AT&T Bell
Laboratories.

This yearly symposium where Mil'shtein will present his findings historically
brings together innovators from leading academic, industry, business,
homeland security centers of excellence, and government programs in a
forum—discussing ideas, concepts, and experimental results.
This is the 16th annual IEEE Symposium on Technologies for Homeland
Security, sponsored by the Massachusetts Port Authority [Massport] to be
held 25-26 April 2017, in the greater Boston, Massachusetts area. Produced
by IEEE with technical support from DHS S&T, IEEE, IEEE Boston Section,
and IEEE-USA and organizational support from MIT Lincoln Laboratory,
Raytheon, Battelle, and MITRE. Detailed information on the sponsorship and
exhibit opportunities, can be found: http://ieee-hst.org/

